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Flying with a little help
from my friends

A NASA Launch Services Program Rocket Story

Hello kids!
Blast off with me and my friend Stargazer and learn about my rocket
family at NASA’s Launch Services Program! In many ways we are just like
any other family but in many ways we are different.
You will learn about how rockets work, even little ones like me, and why
spacecraft and satellites are important for science here on Earth. You
will discover that it takes partnerships to do great scientific things like
going to space or to other planets.
Anyone can become a rocket scientist or engineer! You are already on
your way by reading my book and doing the activities with your teacher/
parents. You will learn about the special words that help engineers and
scientists do their jobs, words about our planet and about parts of a
rocket, words that NASA Launch Services people use every day.
You will also find out where I got my name and have fun coloring and
working on some of my pages!
Humans have been explorers since the beginning of time. NASA’s Launch
Services Program is sort of like a bridge to space, helping humans explore
the universe and beyond.
Enjoy the flight!
Pegasus
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One very early morning, even before the sun was up, a little rocket sat watching
the majestic Atlas rocket prepare for launch.
The Atlas stood tall against the sunrise as it sat on the launchpad. It began
venting big clouds of cold liquid oxygen from its tanks in preparation for launch.

Why do you think Pegasus is sad?

Pegasus was the smallest rocket
in the NASA Launch Services
Program (LSP) family of rockets
and he was starting to feel a little
unimportant and insecure.

Is Pegasus big enough to carry
important payloads?

As he sat watching the mighty Atlas, Stargazer, his partner in flight, a converted
L-1011 airplane, sat down next to him to watch the Atlas launch. Stargazer noticed
his friend seemed a little down and suspected it had something to do with the launch.

Who is Stargazer and what is he?

Pegasus explained why he was
feeling sad. He said it was because
Atlas was a much larger rocket and
he thought that meant Atlas could
carry more important payloads
than he could.
Stargazer began telling Pegasus a
story of how special he was and
how a smaller rocket was needed
for lighter payloads, especially
satellites that collect data for some
very important science research
and spacecraft that deliver supplies
to the International Space Station.

What kind of payloads can Pegasus carry?

Stargazer also reminded Pegasus that he had come from a long line of Pegasus
rockets and that he would be following in the footsteps of his Pegasus relatives
that had come before him.
Pegasus rockets had many successful flights, in fact, soon Pegasus’ will help
NASA’s ICON, Ionospheric Connection Explorer, satellite reach the frontier of
space and orbit at the highest level of the Earth’s atmosphere, the ionosphere.
That is 360 miles above the Earth’s surface! There it can collect data about how
space weather affects Earth weather. Understanding space weather is important
because it can be harmful to astronauts in space and on Earth, it can affect
our GPS navigation, cell phones and cause power surges that can damage
electronic equipment.

Space Weather Report

How high will the ICON satellite orbit
above Earth?
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Stargazer pointed out that even though Pegasus is small compared to other rockets,
he has helped scientists gather data from places they cannot reach by themselves.

can you find ICON in the picture?
what else orbits nearby?
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how many boosters does pegasus have? why?
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Stargazer reminded Pegasus that he was the perfect size to ride along with him
and to launch from the air carrying important payloads. He explained that heavy
rockets have to launch directly from the ground with massive rocket boosters and a
lot more fuel. Smaller rockets like Pegasus can launch from the belly of a moving
airplane at an altitude of thirty nine thousand feet. It’s like getting a head start!

where does pegasus launch from?
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By now Pegasus had turned to Stargazer and was eagerly listening with the
beginning of a smile on his face. He excitedly added, “And I free-fall for
a whole 5 seconds so I can light my solid rocket boosters at just the right
trajectory and zoom toward the stars!
Third Stage Ignition
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why do you think pegasus free falls before
lighting his rocket boosters?

Ready, Set, GO!
Stargazer chuckled, “Yes, you do little buddy. You are a speedy rocket, going as fast
as 17,000 mph!
A typical family car can go as fast as 150 miles per hour, a drag race car is reported
to go just over 329 miles per hour and a fighter jet has a maximum speed of about
1,656 miles per hour.
Pegasus was smiling proudly now. He said, “I can fly much faster than a fighter jet!”

how fast can a racecar go?
how fast does pegasus go?

Newton’s
Third Law
of Motion

Newton’s third law of motion is why
rockets launch. This law says that for
every action, there is an equal and
opposite reaction.

When Pegasus’ rocket booster pushes energy
away from him what direction does it make
his head go?

Hidden among the Stars

Stargazer said, yes you can, and that reminds me of another story. This one is
about a mythological horse that had beautiful, feathered, very strong wings.
He used his wings to fly up to the stars, sort of like the little rocket of the same
name! At night you can still see him there as a constellation.
Can you guess what his name was?
Pegasus thought for a moment. He didn’t know any flying horses.

Can you guess the constellations name?

a Mythological Hero

Stargazer announced with pride, “You are named after that famous flying horse!”

Do real horses have wings?

Pegasus jumped to his feet with his answer,
“Pegasus! His name was my name!”

WORD MINING
Dig through the words “PEGASUS ROCKET” to discover how many words with three or
more letters you can create. (Example: “SOCK” or “TOE”)

1.____________________________

12.___________________________

2.____________________________

13.___________________________

3.____________________________

14.___________________________

4.____________________________

15.___________________________

5.____________________________

16.___________________________

6.____________________________
7.____________________________
8.____________________________
9.____________________________
10.___________________________
11.___________________________

What are some words you can spell using the
letters in your name?

Pegasus was daydreaming of himself with big beautiful wings that had feathers of
every color. He could just feel the air rushing past and the strength of his wings as
he flew toward the stars.

At that moment Pegasus and Stargazer were reminded of the launch as they began to
hear the countdown over the loud speaker, “five, four, three, two, one, liftoff” they
counted along as Atlas’ engines ignited and the ground shook with a rumble. Then
Atlas rose from the Launchpad and lit up the night sky like the sun.

What sound do you think Atlas made as it
lifted off the Launchpad?

They both cheered and waved in admiration. Pegasus turned to Stargazer and
said, “We are all so different but each one of us is an important part of this
rocket family.”

How many different people do you have as
family or friends?
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